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Abstract
The data rates provisioned by broadband Internet access connections continue to fall
short of the requirements posed by emerging applications. Yet the potential of statistical multiplexing of the last mile broadband connections remains unexploited even as
the average utilization of these connections remains low. Despite recent work in this
area [15, 20], two key questions remain unanswered: a) What is the attainable benefit of broadband access sharing? and b) How much of this benefit is realizable given
real-world constraints? In this work we quantify the attainable benefit of a multihomed
broadband access environment by proposing and evaluating several flow-based access
sharing policies using a custom flow-based simulator. We then analyze how much of
the performance benefit is lost due to real-world constraints by migrating from simulations to a test-lab environment employing a wireless network. Our results show that in
today’s broadband Internet access scenarios, a significant reduction in download times
by up to a factor of 3 is achievable.

Chapter 1

Introduction

Figure 1.1: WLAN Broadband sharing
Driven by the wide adoption of wireless-enabled broadband access connections
and the fact that time-based tariffs have all but disappeared, a new, opportunistic, lowmobility communication paradigm [16, 17] has emerged over the past few years, in
which residential users share their broadband access links over wireless 802.11 connections with neighbors and other nomadic urban users. Since the average utilization of
a residential Internet connection still remains low [13], statistical multiplexing of user
traffic across multiple broadband access connections over a shared wireless medium
can be used to accommodate nomadic users, increase the peak data rates and satisfy
high instantaneous traffic demand of bandwidth-intensive applications.
Consider the scenario of Figure 1.1 depicting a community of users accessing the
Internet via DSL links provisioned by different ISPs and sharing an ad-hoc wireless
LAN. User 1 may experience congestion on her downlink connection due to serving a
large download from mobile user Ext. 1. However, if User 3’s Internet connection has
spare bandwidth, User 1 may be able to redirect her traffic to User 3’s connection via
multihoming.
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Realities of current network infrastructure design and operation, such as inability
of end users to reserve public IP addresses and lack of ISP support for packet striping,
limit the extent to which statistical multiplexing can be leveraged for bandwidth aggregation. To overcome these limitations, several multihoming mechanisms, e.g., [15, 20],
have been proposed to route one user’s flows via a wireless shared medium through
another user’s broadband connection. Complementary to these efforts, our work investigates the potential rather than a mechanism for multi-homing and attempts to answer
a more fundamental question: what is the attainable benefit of flow-based re-routing
in multihomed environments?
To answer this question, we employ hybrid simulations and real testbed experiments in various settings, using both synthetic and measurement-based traces for representing user traffic. We developed a flow-level simulator, FlowSim, which simulates
various flow routing algorithms based on actual flow traces from real networks as input, and deployed a testbed using commodity wireless home gateways and DSL links.
Synthetic Web traces generated using Surge [3] and residential access traces from the
Munich Scientific Network (MWN) serve as traffic input. Our results show that for
bandwidth intensive flows the average download time can be reduced by up to a factor of 3. This emphasizes the substantial potential benefit of flow multiplexing among
broadband connections in community networks. We expect further improvements by
considering different delay distributions via different providers. But this is beyond the
scope of this paper. To summarize, this work makes the following contributions:
• A flow-based simulator and an experimental setup for evaluating multi-homing:
reproducible results are obtained and the difference between ideal and progressively realistic experiments is quantified.
• Several multi-homing strategies, ranging from idealistic ones, in which full knowledge of links and flows is assumed, to a practical and realizable one that is suitable for implementation on a router.
• An evaluation of the benefits and potential of the various flow routing strategies
in multihomed environments using synthetic and real traffic loads.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
The areas of local community networking and connectivity sharing have been well
explored, and some enterprise solutions [1, 7, 8] have even been deployed in the real
world. Settings where neighbors share a DSL connection are common, although not
contractually allowed by most ISPs [4]. Bundling connectivity by utilizing multiple
links in parallel is often used in access networks as well as backbones, where it is
commonly known by the term “trunking” or “channeling”. Trunking assumes that the
links are terminated at the same devices.
Closely related to flow management, MAR [15] provides a framework for leveraging the diversity of wireless access providers and channels to provide improved wireless data performance for the commuters via a wireless multihomed device that can be
deployed in moving vehicles. The packet scheduling architecture requires the presence
of a proxy server as a concentrator and support from the ISP side.
The MultiNet project [6] proposes a multihomed single-card device by means of
virtualization. In MultiNet the wireless card is continuously switched across multiple networks. In contrast to physically accessing multiple networks, our work brings
forward the idea of routing flows across the network in order to achieve better performance.
Solutions for exploiting multiple paths between hosts at higher network layers have
been proposed as well. At the transport layer, pTCP [10] is an extension of TCP that
allows for bandwidth aggregation in multihomed devices. The protocol has been evaluated through simulations. Its mechanism is based on packet buffering and appears to
us to require a huge management overhead. It is unclear what the performance benefits
in a real wireless environment would be.
Habib et al. [9] propose the resurrection of the session layer for striping data from
a single connection over several links. Implementing the proposal, however, requires
extensive changes at the OS or the application level, which is also a requirement for
the Stream Control Transmission Protocol [18] or the IPv6 shim6 layer [2].
Recent work by Thompson et al. [20] evaluates a framework for end-host multihoming with flow routing based on RTT measurements and prediction of the flow sizes.
However, the evaluation is limited to a proof of concept system consisting of two nodes
and one specific flow routing methodology proposed by the authors. Another example
of flow management is the work presented in [19]. The authors study the feasibility of
improving performance by increasing path diversity through flow-based path switching. This work was evaluated using a wired experimental setup but no evaluation in
wireless environments has been reported.
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Papadopouli and Schulzrinne [14] propose the integration of channels with largely
different QoS characteristics for serving streams with adaptable bandwidth. Their prototype operates as a multicast application with variable bandwidth. Standard applications such as WWW and email are unable to take advantage of the proposed system.
Lad et al. [11] propose a high-level architecture for sharing connectivity in a coalition
peering without discussing its realization or presenting a performance evaluation.
Complementary to the above approaches, the work reported in this paper offers
an evaluation of multihoming in real wireless environments. There are a plethora of
papers that have reported on the difficulties posed by wireless environments and their
impact on urban networks, see [17] or [5] to mention a few.
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Chapter 3

Setup
To evaluate the attainable benefit of flow-based routing in multihomed environments,
we use a combination of simulated and real testbed experiments in various settings.
We employ as traffic input user traces from the border router of the Munich Scientific Network to represent real user behavior and synthetic workloads generated by the
Surge [3] Web traffic generator. The latter is required to capture the reaction of the application and users to potential performance improvements, which is difficult to assess
via trace-based evaluations.

3.1 Flow Routing Strategies
In this paper we investigate the following basic flow routing strategies to obtain a baseline of the possible benefits.This will serve as the basis for developing even better
strategies in future work:
Direct: the current practice in residential broadband connections: every flow is routed
on the direct link i.e., the DSL connection of the user originating the flow.
FatPipe: an “ideal case”, which bundles all DSL links into one fat pipe with bandwidth equal to the sum of the capacities of the individual connections. The only
restriction is that no flow may exceed the bandwidth of the originating DSL
connection. This strategy cannot be implemented in a real network and is only
supported by the simulator.
MinLargeFlows: assigns each new flow to the link which, at that time, carries the
least number of flows that have already transmitted some number of bytes, say
8 KB. This strategy tries to minimize the number of bulky flows that share any
of the DSL links.
Moving flows from one link to another is difficult as it requires either support by
all end-systems or transparent movement of the TCP state. Therefore, we do not allow
re-routing a flow once it has been assigned to a certain link.

3.2 Flow Routing Testbed: FlowRoute
A testbed for conducting realistic experiments has been deployed at our site, emulating
the setup in Figure 1.1. Four nodes have been deployed on one floor in our building,
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coexisting with other wireless networks, as in real residential scenarios. The distribution of the testbed nodes was planned to achieve wireless connectivity among them.
Each node consists of a wireless router with IEEE 802.11a/b/g interfaces and a client
machine which is also equipped with a wireless interface. The routers are directly connected to the Internet via 2 Mbps DSL lines and to the corresponding client machines
using an Ethernet interface. The client based flow routing system FlowRoute allows
us to evaluate the benefits of flow routing in real-world testbeds. Hence, effects not
easily captured in a simulator, such as the impact of different shared interconnection
mediums, wired vs. wireless Ethernet, etc., can be studied.
For some of the experiments we need the flexibility to tune the bandwidth of the
access lines to the Internet. This functionality is provided by using the NistNet network emulator [12]. The NistNet emulator is installed on a separate machine that is
accessible by all testbed nodes via the management network.
The software prototype that enables flow routing on the client machines,
FlowRoute [21], consists of three main components: a preloaded shared library,
called libConnect, which intercepts all client access to the Berkeley socket layer
and delegates routing decisions. Routed, the unique central decision making module,
has a global view on the link loads and makes the actual routing decisions based on
the flow routing strategies previously described. The third component, called Proxy,
is responsible for re-directing the flows between a client and its destination and for
informing the routed about the load of all shared DSL connections.

3.3 Simulator: FlowSim
We have developed a simulator, called FlowSim, to evaluate in a scalable way the potential of flow routing strategies using flow-level traces as input, captured from real networks or testbed experiments. Popular packet level simulators such as ns-2 or SSFNet
are less suitable for our purpose, given the large number of flows considered here. To
validate the simulator, we reproduce the testbed experiments within FlowSim and
compare the results.
We can use FlowSim to simulate network setups such as those shown in Figure 1.1, with various number of users, different capacities and delays for uplink and
downlink directions and flow routing algorithm parameters. The interconnection capacity between DSL subscribers is not supposed to be a bottleneck and thus modeled
as infinite. As such, the simulator cannot distinguish if the community is interconnected via a wireless or wired network. FlowSim consists of two main components:
the router and the scheduler. The router identifies interactive and bandwidth-limited
flows. Bandwidth-limited flows are further classified by the direction (called dominant
direction) in which they exceed a threshold into downlink-, uplink- and both-limited
flows. Once a flow has been classified, it is routed using one of the flow routing strategies.
The role of the scheduler is to distribute the available bandwidth among competing
flows, while approximating the dynamics of the TCP protocol. In order to achieve
reasonable performance, it uses a fluid TCP model operating on discrete time slots,
rather than on a per event basis. For details and download see: http://www.net.t-labs.tuberlin.de/ ˜vlad/FlowRoutingSoftware.
The simulation results do not show a significant difference when using smaller
time slots than 1/10 second, the current setting. The distribution of the available up
and downstream bandwidth is done in a fair manner between all flows that use one
6
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Figure 3.1: Download bandwidth on simulator and testbed for the MWN experiment
without routing
Figure 3.1 plots the downlink bandwidth from an experiment on the testbed and on
the simulator for the same configuration. On the X axis we show the time and on the Y
axis the normalized bandwidth. Data from each of the 4 clients is plotted in a separate
“swim lane”. We superimpose the two curves in different shades, one for the testbed
and one for the simulator. With the exception of few outliers and lags, the two curves
match closely, validating our FlowSim simulation.
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Chapter 4

Results
In this section, we begin by analyzing an experiment which uses artificial Web workload. Next we replay real-world TCP traces in a second experiment. For both of them,
we analyze the benefits of flow routing using the testbed and compare them with the
performance predicted by the simulator.

4.1 Synthetic Web Workload
We use Surge [3] to generate a synthetic workload representative of Web traffic and
updated its parameters to reflect characteristics (e.g., the median and mean HTTP object size) of the current Web workload mix, including Web 2.0 and P2P, as observed in
the MWN traces. As Web server software, we use the popular apache2 Web server. To
impose a reasonable load, we use four Surge instances per household (host). This Web
workload results in an average utilization of 0.39 Mbps per DSL link.

4.1.1 Testbed Results
Figure 4.1 plots the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the
flow durations on a logarithmic X-axis for an experiment with NistNet and a wired interconnection network. One can clearly see the benefit of flow routing, since durations
with flow routing are clearly shorter than without. Yet, we also see that there is some
overhead imposed by flow routing for short flows.
To quantify the achievable benefit, we compute the ratio of the durations, more
precisely, we compute duration(direct) / duration(routed). Larger values denote better
performance under flow routing. Considering all flows, the mean benefit is 1.11 with
a median of 0.90. At first, this might seem a bit disappointing. Yet, there are many
short flows and they in this scenario all suffer from the overhead of our prototype flow
routing implementation. But when we only consider flows with a duration larger than
0.5 seconds the mean improvement increased to 2.47 (median 1.83). This implies that
there is a significant benefit for bulky flows.
We next switch from NistNet to using the actual 2Mbps DSL lines, with the wired
interconnection network. We observe that the results improve slightly in comparison to
the emulated network. For all flows, the mean benefit is 1.20 (median 0.95). Flows that
last longer than 0.5 seconds experience an improvement of 2.49 (median 2.03). The
differences are explainable by small inaccuracies in NistNet.
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Figure 4.1: CCDF of flow durations with and without routing for the Surge Web workload
Finally, we use the well connected wireless network in 802.11a mode as our interconnection network within the community. Somewhat surprisingly, the overall results
improve slightly when compared to using a wired network. The mean (median) improvements for longer flows are 2.61 (2.11) and for all flows 1.27 (1.0). This shows
that the wireless network is not the bottleneck. We reroute only 75% of the flows
which imposes a load of less then 5 Mbs on the wireless network. Overall, we see that
significant improvements are possible by taking advantage of multihoming.

4.1.2 Simulator Results
We investigate the upper bound of the routing performance by using the simulator on
the traces gathered from the Web workload experiments. This allows us to estimate
the potential benefits and compare the performance prediction of the simulator against
the performance improvements observed in the testbed. The simulator displays some
deviations in flow duration, which are in part due to the simulator’s assumption that
bandwidth is shared fairly between flows. This assumption is known to work well on
average but not on smaller time scales. As such, it is not surprising that the size of
the deviations decrease as flow durations increase. In total, the ratio of the durations
for bandwidth-limited flows in the simulation vs. the testbed experiment has a mean of
1.07 and a median of 0.97. This indicates that, while for individual flows the predicted
performance does not agree with the performance seen in the experiment, the overall
results of the simulation match the experiment quite well.
We then compare the performance as predicted by the simulator with the performance of the actual experiment using the MinLargeFlows routing policy. The
simulator reports a mean(median) improvement for flows longer than 0.5 seconds of
2.59 (2.09). In the synthetic Web workload experiment with the same strategy, the
inter-arrival times between Web connections are shorter than with the Direct policy,
and the load is also higher. These predictions match the actually observed benefits
of 2.47 very well. Interestingly, the predicted mean improvement by the simulator
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for FatPipe is only slightly better than for MinLargeFlows having 2.79 vs. 2.24
mean improvement. This confirms that the achievable benefit for this scenario is indeed
limited by the traffic properties of this specific Web workload.

4.2 Trace-Based Experiments
4.2.1 Workload
Using traces of real traffic to drive simulations as well as testbed experiments allows
repeatability of results under realistic loads. We use connection-level summaries of
traffic traces captured at the border router of the Munich Scientific Network, MWN.
The MWN provides 10 Gbps Internet upstream capacity to roughly 50,000 hosts at two
major universities including student dormitories, with the daily traffic amounting to
3-6 TB. Ample bandwidth is available to all users of this network via high-speed local
area networks, thus Internet usage is not impaired by any bandwidth limitations of the
access links.
In a typical 24 hour workday trace from April 24th 2007 we identify approximately
37 million flows, out of which 21.1 million have incomplete connection information
records, a typical component of todays traffic mix, such as SYN attempts (56%),
rejected connections (27%), in progress connections (8%), and missing information
(9%). For our experiments, we consider the remaining 15.9 million flows, through
which 641 GB (182 GB) were transferred from (to) the Internet. These volumes correspond to an average bandwidth utilization of 60 Mbps (17 Mbps) downstream (upstream).
From this large collection of flow data we selected a subset of flows, referred to
as MWN flow trace, that originated from IP addresses that are assigned to student residences, to ensure that we consider only genuine residential traffic. Students are provided Internet access only via 28 NAT gateways. The traffic via those NAT gateways
imposes a load of about 0.34 Mbs on the upstream and 5.74 Mbs on the downstream.
We assigned these 28 NAT gateways to our DSL links randomly. Using such a dense
trace allows us to investigate times with peak traffic while keeping the durations of our
experiments relatively short (30 minutes).
To quantify the performance of our flow re-routing against different traffic loads,
we run experiments on the testbed using the full MWN trace in addition to a random
subselection of 1/3 of the total number of flows (reduced set).

4.2.2 Performance Analysis
Similar to the Surge experiment, we concentrate on bulky flows longer than 0.5 seconds. Shorter flows display the overhead imposed by our prototype. Figures 4.2(a)
and 4.2(b) show the scatter plot of flow durations. Each point represents a flow, with
the duration of the direct routing policy on the X axis and the duration of the re-routed
policy on the Y axis. The overlaid contour lines plot the density of measurement points
in one region. More points below the x = y diagonal imply more flows that benefit
from routing. The density peak for the experiment with the full MWN trace is significantly below the diagonal, whereas the reduced MWN trace has a peak at about the
level of the diagonal.
The experiment achieves improvements in the flow durations in the former case by
a mean factor of 3.02 (median 1.98) and in the latter case by a factor of 2.04 (median
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot with superimposed contour
Experiment
Surge (Ether, Nist)
Surge (Ether, DSL)
Surge (Wlan, Nist)
Surge (Simulator)
Surge (Simulator)
1/3MWN (E., N.)
MWN (Ether, Nist)
MWN (Simulator)
MWN (Simulator)

Policy
MinLargeFlows
MinLargeFlows
MinLargeFlows
MinLargeFlows
FatPipe
MinLargeFlows
MinLargeFlows
MinLargeFlows
FatPipe

Mean
2.47
2.49
2.61
2.59
2.79
2.04
3.02
2.47
3.73

Median
1.83
2.03
2.11
2.09
2.24
1.02
1.98
1.99
2.40

Figure 4.3: Bulky flow (>0.5 sec.) speed boost
1.02). When considering all flows including the short ones, the mean/median values
are for the full MWN trace 2.21/1.12 and 1.17/0.94 for the reduced set. See Figure 4.3
for a summary.
We plot the logarithmic density (PDF) of the flow durations ratio:
duration(direct)/duration(routed) in Figure 4.4. We note that the shift towards
right (values larger than 1) is much more pronounced for the full trace experiment.
This means that flow routing performs better in regions close to the link congestion.
Figure 4.5 shows the CCDF of flow durations with and without flow routing. From
the Figure, we observe that the flows exhibit shorter durations when flow routing is
employed.
The experimental results on the testbed for the standard MinLargeFlows routing
algorithm compare well with the simulation. The median ratio of flow durations is 1.98
on the testbed and 1.99 in the simulator. Mean ratio of 3.02 is better on the testbed than
2.47 achieved on the simulator. This result is partly explained by a larger jitter on the
testbed. Evaluating the FatPipe policy on the simulator, we achieve flow duration
improvement by a mean factor of 3.73 (median 2.40).
The effect of the shared interconnection medium, wireless or wired, has also been
evaluated on the testbed. Average and median flow durations vary by less than 15%
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
Broadband access connection sharing using wireless 802.11 technologies is emerging
as an alternative approach towards nomadic broadband connectivity. Flow-based routing in conjunction with multihoming plays a key role in enabling such access sharing
scenarios, by increasing the multiplexing of broadband connections. For this reason,
it becomes important to evaluate the potential benefits of flow-based routing in multihomed environments.
In this work, we evaluate several flow re-routing strategies using synthetic workloads and captured user traces as traffic input. Our encouraging results show improvements of up to a factor of 3 in the download times of bandwidth-limited flows, with
very small overhead. Bandwidth-demanding flows and an unbalanced distribution of
load among the users of the sharing community particularly benefit from the flowbased routing approach. More importantly, full knowledge of flow characteristics is
not needed, as the performance of MinLargeFlows exhibits.
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